
Deciding the Rankings

Teams will be ranked according to their scores in the following criteria, beginning with

(1). In the case of a tie, rankings will be determined according to the next criterion, and

so on.

Victory: 1 point

Criterion (1): Victory points

Criterion (2): OP%

The average win rate of the teams you have played against.

*A higher OP% indicates that your team has played against teams with high win rates.

Criterion (3): GW%

The win rate within your team.

*Ex: If a team wins a match 3–0 (all members won) and another team wins 2–1 (two

members won), the GW% will be higher for the team that won 3–0.

Criterion (4): OGW%

The average win rate within the teams you have played against.

*A higher OGW% indicates that your team has played against teams where each

member has a high win rate.

- Each team will be assigned numbers (1), (2), and (3) upon registering.

Please register before the event check-in, as these numbers will be used for matchups.

- Matches will begin for all three team members simultaneously.

*A match with an opposing team will end when all team members have finished

playing.

- Decks used on the day of the tournament cannot be changed. Deck swapping

between team members is also prohibited.

- You may only participate in the tournament with the team members you applied with.

Please participate as a team. You cannot participate alone.

- Team members sitting next to each other are allowed to give advice. Players cannot

stand up or talk to members sitting apart.

Deck Regulations

(1) Team members cannot use Leader cards with identical card numbers. However,

team members may use non-Leader cards with identical card numbers.

- The list of banned/restricted cards will follow those noted in official announcements.

- Cards that were released for sale less than one week prior to the event cannot be

used.



Each player's deck may contain up to 4 cards with the same card number, and the

combined decks of a 3-player team may contain up to 12 cards with the same card

number.

*Under the rules of the game, players may include any number of "OP01-075 Pacifista"

cards in their deck.

A team cannot use more than 1 Leader card with the same card number.

(2) Deck registration must be completed by check-in.

You will not be able to participate in the tournament if you have not registered by

check-in.

*Click here to download the BANDAI TCG+ app.

Precautions for Tournament Participation


